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Store, transport, and charge  
your school’s tablets and laptops.
» Keep your devices safe, secure, and  
 ready to go at a moment’s notice.

Computer Storage Solutions
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Universal Computing Carts
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BLACK BOX®

The next generation of computer storage solutions.

Rugged, heavy-duty carts offer 
a high level of quality, durability, and usability. 

Locking/swiveling casters provide the perfect 
blend of unrestricted and easy movement with controlled 
steering and functionality.

Students have access from the front of 
the cart, and IT administrators and teachers from the back. It’s 
easy to remove the front doors for unrestricted access as well.

Rapid Wiring Technology — User-friendly cable 
management bars and power brick wraps enable easy cable 
routing while also allowing easy changes. Additional options 
are available, including pre-wired units for maximum savings 
and efficiency.  

Vented panels and doors help keep equipment 
cool.

The carts are equipped with a timer unit that 
provides timed outlets and one always-on user outlet.  
The timed outlets are preset to 15-minute increments and 
require no customer configuration. Power is provided to  

The benefits of using electronic devices in schools are many. 
They can improve standardized test scores, hold hundreds of 
digital textbooks, increase student interaction and creativity, 
and, in the long run, even save money. 

But in order to realize these benefits, the devices must be kept 
safe, secure, and ready to go at a moment’s notice. Black Box's 
line of computer storage carts are the solution. 

Black Box Universal Computing Carts come in many 
configurations to fill a school's needs and can safely store  
and transport many different kinds of devices, with cases  
and without, in a small footprint that is the perfect size for 
classrooms and administrative areas. Plus, the cart’s top gives 
you the extra working space that’s so often missing in today’s 
crowded classrooms.

Black Box offers other options for schools as well, including  
iPad® Syncing Carts (page 6); and Laptop, Netbook, and Tablet 
Depots (page 7). 

Universal Computing Carts are different. 
Black Box’s unique solution enables you to 

store a wide range of equipment, from e-readers to 
multimedia laptops in the same cart. As your needs change in 
the future, the carts can be reconfigured by swapping out the 
shelving for laptops, notebooks, tablets, and e-readers, or a 
combination of equipment and storage options.

 — Single Carts hold more in a smaller 
footprint while still offering a useable working surface that 
can serve as a podium.

Secure, transport, and charge many devices 
including tablets, notebooks, and laptops.

One of several safety features, the “pinchless”  
tambour door (optional) helps prevent Injury.

UCCSS20H (Shown with 
optional 2U drawer.)
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one shelf of equipment at a time. The always-on user outlet is 
internal to the cart for maximum safety, keeping children safe 
from the potential danger of electric shock. When equipped 
with the pop-up power option, two user outlets are provided 
on the top work surface. 

Locking front doors; all-steel construction.

Black Box cart solutions are economically priced and 
provide a much better overall value compared to most other 
solutions available on the market.

Has no ledges for children to climb on, 
no sharp edges, and internal electrical components for 
maximum safety.

Depending on configuration, Universal 
Computing Carts can be configured with optional shelf space 
for devices such as DVD players, printers, projectors, and 
other peripheral devices, as well as optional drawers to help 
keep you organized. 

A durable, laminated wood top enables 
teachers, administrators, and students to use printers, projectors, 
laptops, and other equipment on top of the cart, providing a 
smooth working and writing surface, unobstructed by handles 
or a metal lip.

Carts come with a lifetime warranty.   
All electronics come with a three-year standard warranty  
and optional warranty extensions.

Individual slots hold a variety of netbooks, laptops, and tablets. 
Cart at right is shown with doors removed for easy access.

The versatile, multi-function  
work surface can be used as  

a podium, projector platform,  
or computer area.

Shown with optional 2U drawer  
and storage shelf.
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Choose from tambour or solid steel doors.

The cart you buy once and use forever.

A completely flexible mounting system means that you won’t have to replace 
your school's carts every time you change or upgrade your tablets or notebooks. 
As technology changes, the carts can be easily reconfigured to your needs. 

Locking IT access panel with  
quick-release tabs. Vented slots help 

keep equipment cool.

Sliding, “pinchless” tambour  
door saves space.

Durable push/pull bar  
and power cord wrap.

Power brick lacing stores power  
bricks easily and neatly (medium-  

and large-shelf models only).

Cable management is simple  
for all device types.

Rackmounted shelf with rolled 
stainless steel device slots that help 

prevent scratches.

Locking front door 
and rear access panel.

Standard rack mounting  
allows greater flexibility.

Call a Black Box Cabinet Expert: 888-433-5049
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Carts can be configured for 18, 20, 27, 30,  
36, or 40 device slots, depending on model.

Standard easy-grip handle and quiet, free-rolling 
casters make maneuvering the cart a breeze.

Easily removable front door(s) and rear access 
panel allow quick access to devices  

and cable management.

Optional integrated pop-up power 
port for maximum safety.

Two fixed and two rotating wheels 
provide easy maneuverability. 

Bumpers protect desks and walls.

Color imprinting of your school‘s logo in one or two colors.Optional drawers  
and shelves available.

Quick-release hinges on steel doors.Laminate top provides extra  
working space.

Two-piece cable managers open 
easily for fast cable routing.

blackbox.com/go/TabletCarts
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iPad Syncing Carts

Hinged shelves open easily for 
feeding cables through.

Cords are held in place  
with protective foam.

16 or 32 slots hold a 
number of iPad tablets.

Built-in timer features two outlets.

6 |
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iPad Syncing Cart
(TAB32CS)

Black Box iPad Syncing Carts

These carts have many of the same features as the carts  
on pages 2–5, but also offer the additional option of syncing  
capabilities.

You can keep all your school’s iPad® tablets up to date with 
the latest software and files using iTunes®. Sync applications, 
audio/video content, contacts, calendars, documents, and more. 
All you need is a computer running iTunes (not included).

Power is sequentially supplied to each device to provide  
simultaneous charging. Power-on sequencing means each device 
is turned on, one at a time, to prevent a current overload when 
charging a large number of devices and to prevent jamming the 
USB port on the iTunes computer when the sync mode is set. 

Locking tambour doors keep contents secure and can  
accommodate a padlock or combination lock. The three-point 
locking rear-access panel limits access to electrical components 
and the timer, so IT configurations remain secure. The retractable 
tambour door requires a smaller footprint to open and provides 
easy access to stored tablets. Vented side and rear panels aid  
in cooling.

Choose from 16- and 32- slot capacities, with or without  
syncing capabilities. The charging-only models are for tablets  
and e-readers that charge via USB or for iPad tablets that are  
not being synced. 

Call a Black Box Cabinet Expert: 888-433-5049
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Laptop Depot 
(LTT30)

Roll the Depot wherever you need it. 

Has a 120-V receptacle  
for each device.

Handy locking drawer holds 
peripheral devices.

Grommeted cable ports.
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and other similar devices. 

 
e-readers, and iPad® tablets. 

 
a desk or in a standalone cart.

Tablet Depot 
(TABDEPC-20)

Storage Depot 
(NBDEPC-12: front view)

Tablet, Laptop, and Netbook Depots offer you still more options.

Storage Depots

blackbox.com/go/TabletCarts

Need help choosing the right solution?
Talk with an expert in 30 seconds or less at 888-433-5049.



Device Size

Small
Examples: 
Kindle, Nook,  
iPad®, iPad Mini,  
7" Tablets

Storage Slot:
1.36"W x 10"D
(Height dependent  
on configuration.)

20 Slots 

UCCSS20T
UCCSS20H

30 Slots 

UCCSS30T
UCCSS30H

20 Slots 

UCCDS20T
UCCDS20H

30 Slots 

UCCDS30T
UCCDS30H

40 Slots

UCCDS40T
UCCDS40H

Medium
 
Examples: 
Chromebook, 
Laptops, Netbooks, 
10"Tablets

Storage Slot:
1.53"W x 15"D
(Height dependent  
on configuration.)

18 Slots 

UCCSM18T
UCCSM18H

27 Slots 

UCCSM27T
UCCSM27H

18 Slots 

UCCDM18T
UCCDM18H

27 Slots  

UCCDM27T
UCCDM27H

36 Slots  

UCCDM36T
UCCDM36H

Large
Examples: 
Large-screen 
Laptops

Storage Slot:
1.53"W x 17"D
(Height dependent  
on configuration.)

18 Slots  

UCCSL18T
UCCSL18H

—

18 Slots  

UCCDL18T
UCCDL18H

27 Slots 

UCCDL27T
UCCDL27H

36 Slots  

UCCDL36T
UCCDL36H

Universal Computing Carts
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Call a Black Box Cabinet Expert: 888-433-5049

How to choose the perfect Universal Computing Cart for your needs.

Choose your cart from the images below. Need help? Contact an expert any time at 888-433-5049.

H

W

D

Need help? Call Tech Support any time at 724-746-5500.

13"

13"

13"

13"

13"

13"

8.75"

8.75"

13"+

13"+

13"+



Device Size

Small
Examples: 
Kindle, Nook,  
iPad®, iPad Mini,  
7" Tablets

Storage Slot:
1.36"W x 10"D
(Height dependent  
on configuration.)

20 Slots 

UCCSS20T
UCCSS20H

30 Slots 

UCCSS30T
UCCSS30H

20 Slots 

UCCDS20T
UCCDS20H

30 Slots 

UCCDS30T
UCCDS30H

40 Slots

UCCDS40T
UCCDS40H

Medium
 
Examples: 
Chromebook, 
Laptops, Netbooks, 
10"Tablets

Storage Slot:
1.53"W x 15"D
(Height dependent  
on configuration.)

18 Slots 

UCCSM18T
UCCSM18H

27 Slots 

UCCSM27T
UCCSM27H

18 Slots 

UCCDM18T
UCCDM18H

27 Slots  

UCCDM27T
UCCDM27H

36 Slots  

UCCDM36T
UCCDM36H

Large
Examples: 
Large-screen 
Laptops

Storage Slot:
1.53"W x 17"D
(Height dependent  
on configuration.)

18 Slots  

UCCSL18T
UCCSL18H

—

18 Slots  

UCCDL18T
UCCDL18H

27 Slots 

UCCDL27T
UCCDL27H

36 Slots  

UCCDL36T
UCCDL36H
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Universal Computing Carts

blackbox.com/go/TabletCarts

The example below is a single-frame cart with medium-sized shelves, 18 slots, 
and a tambour door. Need help? Call our fast, FREE Tech Support at 724-746-5500.

13"

13"

13"

Example:

The fourth 
character  
indicates the 

S
Single

D
Double

The  
final letter 
signifies the  
door type.

T
Tambour

H
Hinged

The fifth  
character  
is the  

S
Small

M

L
Large

* Note: Slot height 
is dependent on 
cart configuration.

10 Storage Slots

9 Storage Slots

9 Storage Slots

U C C S M 1 8 T



Storage Slots

Height Width Depth
 

w/ Handle Height Width Depth Number of Slots
Product  

Code

Sl
im

/S
m

al
l

43.8" 
(111.3 cm)

29.28"
(74.4 cm)

25.6" 
(65 cm)

29.94" 
(76 cm)

*

1.36"
 (3.6 cm)

10" 
(25.4 cm)

20 UCCSS20T

20 UCCSS20H

30 UCCSS30T

30 UCCSS30H

1.53" 
(3.9 cm)

15" 
(38 cm)

18

18

27

27

Sl
im

/ 
La

rg
e 17" 

(43.2 cm)

18 UCCSL18T

18 UCCSL18H

D
ou

bl
e/

Sm
al

l

43.8" 
(111.3 cm)

48.2" 
(122.4 cm)

25.6" 
(65 cm)

49.3"  
(125.2 cm) * 1.36" 

(3.6 cm)
10" 

(25.4 cm)

20 UCCDS20T

20 UCCDS20H

30 UCCDS30T

30 UCCDS30H

40 UCCDS40T

40 UCCDS40H

43.8" 
(111.3 cm)

48.2" 
(122.4 cm)

25.6" 
(65 cm)

49.3"  
(125.2 cm) * 1.53" 

(3.9 cm)
15" 

(38 cm)

18

18

27

27

36

36

D
ou

bl
e/

La
rg

e

43.8"
 (111.3 cm)

48.2" 
(122.4 cm)

25.6" 
(65 cm)

49.3"  
(125.2 cm) * 1.53" 

3.9 cm)
17" 

(43.2 cm)

18 UCCDL18T

18 UCCDL18H

27 UCCDL27T

27 UCCDL27H

36 UCCDL36T

36 UCCDL36H

Buyer’s Guide  | Universal Computing Carts

* Storage height is dependent on cart configuration.

Universal Computing Carts
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Call a Black Box Cabinet Expert: 888-433-5049
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Storage Slots

Height Width Depth Handle Height Width Depth Warranty Product Code

37.9"
(96.3 cm)

30.25"
(76.8 cm)

26.25"
(66.7 cm)

35.25"
(89.5 cm)

7.9"
(20.1 cm)

.75"
(1.9 cm)

10.5"
(26.7 cm) Carts: Lifetime;  

Electronics:  
2 Years

TAB16CS

37.9"
(96.3 cm)

30.25"
(76.8 cm)

26.25"
(66.7 cm)

35.25"
(89.5 cm)

7.9"
(20.1 cm)

.75"
(1.9 cm)

10.5"
(26.7 cm) TAB32CS

Buyer’s Guide  |

Storage Slots

Height Width Depth Height Width Depth Warranty Product Code

17"  
(43.2 cm)

14"  
(35.6 cm)

22"  
(55.9 cm)

12.5"  
(31.8 cm)

1.875"  
(4.8 cm)

16"  
(40.6 cm)

Lifetime

LTD5

17"  
(43.2 cm)

14"  
(35.6 cm)

22"  
(55.9 cm)

12.5"  
(31.8 cm)

1.875"  
(4.8 cm)

16"  
(40.6 cm) LTD8

Buyer’s Guide  |  

Storage Slots

Height Width Depth Height Width Depth Warranty Product Code

37.9"
(96.3 cm)

30.25"
(76.8 cm)

26.25"
(66.7 cm)

1.75"
(4.4 cm)

9.9"
(25.1 cm)

13"
(33 cm) Carts: Lifetime;

Electronics: 2 
Years

NBDEP-12

37.9"
(96.3 cm)

30.25"
(76.8 cm)

26.25"
(66.7 cm)

1.75"
(4.4 cm)

9.9"
(25.1 cm)

13"
(33 cm) NBDEPC-12

Buyer’s Guide  |

Buyer’s Guide  |

Storage Slots

Height Width Depth Height Width Depth Warranty Product Code

25.25"  
(64.1 cm)

14.75"
(37.5 cm)

22.75"  
(57.8 cm)

8"
(20.3 cm)

1"
(2.6 cm)

13"
(33 cm) Lifetime

TABDEPC-10

20.75"
(52.7 cm) TABDEPC-16

24"
(61 cm) TABDEPC-20
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BLACK BOX®

Awards and Testimonials

Black Box Wins Stevie Awards for Customer Service.
Black Box was voted the favorite customer service provider in the Computer Hardware  
category in the 2013 People’s Choice Stevie® Awards. Black Box also won a Bronze  
award in the Customer Service Department of the Year, Computer Hardware category.

Testimonials

“ I’ve been ordering supplies from Black Box since 2007, and the quality of the products 
and service has always been outstanding. Plus, the fast, reliable shipping means I always 
have my materials when I need them. You’ll see some more orders from me soon.”

Dan Latner
NeedWire.com

“ I wanted to let you know that I really enjoyed dealing with your company. My call could 
have been recorded as an example of how to treat a customer. You were courteous and 
extremely helpful. There were no blind transfers and you answered all my questions. 
Thanks for being so great to deal with.”

Keith Hathcock
Community Operations, Inc.

“ Thank you very much for all your help yesterday. It was a rare pleasure and surprise  
to find an American company that provides the timely service that you did, along with 
assistance in helping me determine the correct part I needed. I will not hesitate to use 
you again, and to recommend Black Box to associates who also need timely delivery  
of critical path communications items.”

Larry Voss
Andromeda Engineering, LLC

“You ROCK!! You have earned a new loyal customer with your service today. Thanks.”

Jim DiGennaro
City of Sitka, AK
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